
RESOURCE GUIDE
Thank you for your interest in the KI Speech Community. The 
following Resource Guide will help you see a brief overview of 
all the current resources available inside the KI Speech 
Community Membership. 

These are full resources that are accessible to all members 
instantly upon enrollment. 

This guide will give you more of an idea of what is available to 
you inside the community resource library. 

LANGUAGE
Included:
•Visual symbols for each of the 5 question 
types: Who, What, Where, When, Why
•Explanation cards for teaching the 
different types of questions
•10 question cards for practice answering 
each of the wh- questions with 2 picture 
choices
•10 question cards for each type of 
question without picture choices
•4 picture scenes with 10 mixed wh-
question lists
•General knowledge question cards 
without pictures
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Included:
-30 flash cards with word labels
-30 flash cards without word labels
-Visuals to help teach use of is/are
-Box cover for storage in 4x6 photo box

Included:
-Flash cards with word labels
-Flash cards without word labels
-Singular and plural noun picture sort
-Carrier phrases
-Circle and say activity
-Box cover and word list for storage in 
4x6 photo box

Includes:
One set of photo flashcards with labels
One set of photo flashcards without 
labels
One set of clipart flashcards with labels
One set of clipart flashcards without 
labels
Data sheet
NO PRINT interactive book for extra 
practice
Box cover and word list for storage in 
4x6 photo box
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Included:
Includes 20 different categories with 3 
pictures for each category.
60 items total
4 worksheets (in both black and white 
and color)
Also includes black and white object 
pictures for cut & glue activity

Included:
-10 pairs of before and after cards 
showing an action occurring and over
-20 flashcards with sentence prompts
-20 flashcards with only a single word 
present tense verb label
-20 flashcards with only a single word 
past tense verb label
-Box cover for storage in 4x6 photo box

Included:
-10 pairs of before and after cards 
showing an action occurring and over
-30 flashcards with sentence prompts
-30 flashcards with only a single word 
verb label
-Past tense verb ending sound sort
-Box cover for storage in 4x6 photo box
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Included:
10 different basic 3-step sequences 
with real photos. The sequences are in 
the form of color coded cards, as well 
as puzzle pieces.

Included:
-Visuals for teaching he/she/they
-30 pronoun cards with sentence 
prompts
-30 pronoun cards with no labels
-5 sets of photo cards in which the 
boy, girl, and group are performing 
the same action
-Pronoun sort
-Find and circle pronoun activity
-Box cover for storage in 4x6 photo box

Included:
•Visual symbols for each of the 5 
question types: Who, What, Where, 
When, Why
•Explanation cards for teaching the 
different types of questions
•Question cards for practice answering 
each of the wh- questions
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Included:
•Single Word Labeled Cards
•Pictures with fill-in-the-blank sentence 
prompts
•Cards for data collection (both 
expressive and receptive use)
•Cut out pictures for hands on practice
•Box Labels for Storage in 4x6 Photo Box

Included:
•Synonym flashcards (20 synonym pairs, 40 
cards total)
•Antonym flashcards (20 antonym pairs, 40 
cards total)
•Picture analogy cards for both synonyms 
and antonyms (20 cards each)
•Text only verbal analogy cards for both 
synonyms and antonyms (20 cards each)
•Mixed analogy practice (40 cards)
•Data sheets
•Box labels, notes, and recommendations

•Included:
•Recording Sheets
•Problem-Solution Visuals
•Matching Problem-Solution Pictures (10 
different pairs)
•Problem-solving with Photos (10 different 
photos)
•Multiple Choice Selections for Photos
•Problem Solving Scenarios (Paragraphs) 
(10 different paragraphs)
•Hypothetical Real-Life Problem Situations 
(15 total questions)
•Box Labels for Storage in 4x6 Photo Box
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Included:
Definition and example cards for over-, dis-, 
non-, sub-, -en, -er, -ous, -ment
40 root word cards
20 prefix cards (5 each of over-, dis-, non-, 
sub-)
20 suffix cards (5 each of -en, -er, -ous, -ment)
Recording sheet for each prefix & suffix
Prefix game board
Suffix game board
Blank cards for you to create your own
Blank game board
Prefix Worksheet
Suffix Worksheet

Included:
•30 Different Photo Scenes
•Recording Sheets
•Photo Cards with Thought Bubbles
•Photo Cards without Thought Bubbles
•General Discussion Guide Card
•Box Labels for Storage in 4x6 Photo Box
•No print version of photo cards

Included:
Definition and example cards for pre-, un-, 
re-, mis-, -ly, -able, -ful, -less
40 root word cards
20 prefix cards (5 each of pre-, un-, re-, mis)
20 suffix cards (5 each of –ly, -less, -ful, -
able)
Recording sheet for each prefix & suffix
Prefix game board
Suffix game board
Blank cards for you to create your own
Blank game board
Prefix Worksheet
Suffix Worksheet
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Set 2 contains 4 booklets:
in and out
on and off
in front and behind
beside and between

Set 3 contains 4 booklets:
up and down
above and below
long and short
hot and cold

Set 1 contains 5 booklets:
big and little
big and small (same as big/little)
empty and full
same and different
many and few
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Includes:
-Print version interactive book
No print interactive PDF file
10 different adjective-opposite pairs

Included:
Visuals for yesterday, today, tomorrow
Days of the week templates
18 activity cards for placing on days
Blank activity cards for you to write on
Past, Present, Future Worksheet
Blackline version of all pages

►No Print Interactive PDF
→Download for use on tablet, computer, or 
interactive smart board
►Printable version of pages
→Laminate and use adjective pieces with 
velcro for use as interactive book
→Use dry erase marker to write words in 
boxes
→Includes practice with different levels of 
difficulty
→Bind together or store in 3-ring binder for 
easy use
►Progress Monitoring Pages
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This is a fall themed, no prep print,-and-go 
packet for working on different sentence 
types. There are printable worksheets 
targeting complete and incomplete 
sentences, simple and compound sentences, 
and compound and complex sentences. 
There are also teaching aids for each type of 
sentence.
Includes:
7 printable worksheets
2 pages of teaching aids
Answer key for each worksheet

This is a spring themed, no prep packet for 
working on different sentence types. There 
are printable worksheets targeting 
complete and incomplete sentences, 
simple and compound sentences, and 
compound and complex sentences. There 
are also teaching aids for each type of 
sentence.

This is a winter themed, no prep print,-and-
go packet for working on different sentence 
types. There are printable worksheets 
targeting complete and incomplete 
sentences, simple and compound 
sentences, and compound and complex 
sentences. There are also teaching aids for 
each type of sentence.
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Address specific language targets through a 
fun and engaging no prep activity. 
Language sudoku is great for whole group, 
small group, and individual work. Fun for a 
variety of ages. Also works great in speech 
therapy sessions and for mixed groups.
This resource includes 3 different versions of 
each page.
9x9 grid
6x6 grid
6x6 grid cut & glue

This is a summer themed, no prep print,-
and-go packet for working on different 
sentence types. There are printable 
worksheets targeting complete and 
incomplete sentences, simple and 
compound sentences, and compound and 
complex sentences. There are also 
teaching aids for each type of sentence.
Includes:
6 printable worksheets
2 pages of teaching aids
Answer key for each worksheet

In the regular plural nouns book, students will learn 
about adding an 's' to words when there are more 
than one. They will also get to practice identifying 
singular and plural nouns as they progress through 
the book.

In the irregular plural nouns book, students learn 18 
different irregular plural noun targets (elves, 
shelves, knives, calves, loaves, feet, mice, men, 
women, children, people, geese, sheep, moose, 
fish, deer, people, wolves).

3 practice sheets are also included with each book 
(6 total). 
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Set contains 3 booklets. Each booklet focuses 
on 5 target words:
Booklet 1: bat, sink, check, ring, foot
Booklet 2: rock, nail, sweet, shake, sign
Booklet 3: bill, bark, fly, star, steer

This interactive book provides visual support 
to help students learn how to identify and 
state personal information about 
themselves. 
-Digital No Print Interactive pdf file
•-Printable Interactive Book

• The printable pages can be 
printed and laminated for 
repeated use with multiple 
students, or used as a printable for 
use with one student who can 
keep it.

Set contains 5 booklets:
2 for synonyms (10 different target words in 
each)
2 for antonyms (10 different target words in 
each)
1 for synonyms and antonyms mixed
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On the Ranch Language Practice is a fun 
way to directly target skills! Print and go black 
and white and full color pages included! This 
product includes a variety of language 
targets.

Includes color and blackline pages

This set contains 4 booklets:
big and little
big and small (same as big and little with 
different terminology)
same and different
beside and between

This resource includes the follwing Earth Day 
related vocabulary:
reduce, reuse, recycle, energy, litter, plant, 
Earth, conserve, and garbage
Students can work on 3 different levels:
Level 1 - one missing picture per box
Level 2 - 2 missing pictures per box
Level 3 - 3 missing pictures per box
Cut & Glue pages are also included.


